1. Introduction. In [5] , the author announced several theorems applying the semi-inner product methods of Lumer and Phillips [4] to the perturbation theory of one-parameter holomorphic contraction semigroups on Banach spaces. This note extends the methods to a perturbation theorem of Trotter [9] , with proofs, and announces generalizations to locally convex spaces. Since all such cos B are positive, e id A is dissipative and (3) is negative for all uÇz£>(A) iff, dividing by --cos0,
Since tan 6 is monotone increasing, this holds for all B in the specified range iff it holds for B= ±<f>, depending upon the sign of Im [Au, u] . This last is equivalent to (1).
LEMMA B. Suppose A is (^-sectorial, uÇES)(A), and zÇ£A+. Then
But here exp(-i arg z)A is dissipative by Lemma 2, and a calculation from [4] yields for any dissipative B and SoEC:
Cancelling ||ft|| and applying this with z 0 = \ z\, B =exp(-i arg s)^4, But if (j>S I arg z\ ^T-<j>, trigonometry shows that
Then e~i*A is dissipative by Lemma 2 and by the same procedure with 2 0 = exp(i(arg z~4>))\z\, B = e~l^A, Any nonempty subset of C^A^ containing a A^-tangent disc about each of its members exhausts C^A^ (induction). Suppose (a) (especially A ^-sectorial) and (b), so that by Lemmas B and C and equation (5), 
LEMMA D (HILLE
(16) \\(z -A)-i\\ £ d(z, à*)-K
of [2]). If u(E£>(A),
Since the T's are contractions, the last integral is smaller than /||^4w|| and, as 0->±<£, Te(t)u->T±<j > (t)u uniformly on /-compacta, allowing a continuous extension of z-^T h {z)u to S+. By 3 -€, this extends to all w£X, and the semigroup property extends by limits as well, to create a TÇzCH(<[))> 3. The perturbation theorems. THEOREM A and B are ^-sectorial, and a and /3 nonnegative, then D = aA+f3B is <j>-sectorial (see [8] PROOF. We already know that T exists and that C^^A^Cp(S). The usual argument for the Trotter-Kato theorem (see [10, p. 270-271 ] ) can then be shortened considerably because the limit semigroup T and limit resolvents (z -D)" 1 are already known to exist, but essentially the same reasoning is used to prove uniform convergence on compacta. (The novelty lies in the treatment of the cases <£T^0 and the avoidance of ergodic theorems for pseudoresol vents. For another proof, see [7] .) 4. Generalizations. If a family T of seminorms p calibrates (gives a locally convex topology to) a complex vector space 36, there is a
(a) If

